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Shubha Shree Jagdamba Cement Mills Private Limited: Ratings placed on 

watch with negative implications 

June 1, 2020 
 

Summary of rated instruments 

Instrument*  
Rated Amount  

(NPR Million) 
Rating Action 

  Long-term loans; fund-based 560 [ICRANP] LBB+@1; placed on watch with negative implications 

  Short-term loans; fund-based  1,970 [ICRANP] A4+@; placed on watch with negative implications 

  Short-term loans; non-fund based  80 [ICRANP] A4+@, placed on watch with negative implications 

 Total 2,610   
* Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1 

 

Rating action   
ICRA Nepal has placed the ratings assigned to the bank loan limits of Shubha Shree Jagdamba Cement Mills Private 

Limited. (SSJCM or the company) on watch with negative implications. These ratings include the rating of [ICRANP] 

LBB+@ (pronounced ICRA NP L double B plus) assigned to the company’s long-term loans and the rating of [ICRANP] 

A4+@ (pronounced ICRA NP A four plus) assigned to the company’s short-term loans (including non-fund based limits). 

 

Rationale 
The ratings for SSJCM have been placed on watch with negative implications in the light of the business disruptions 

caused by the Covid-19 triggered lockdown and the expected impact of the pandemic on the Nepalese economy and 

hence on the demand for construction materials (including cement) over the medium term. The rating action factors in 

the probability of a significant decline in FY2020 and FY2021 revenues for SSJCM vis-à-vis the earlier estimates, which 

could weaken the company’s profitability and debt coverage metrics. This is also expected to result in increased working 

capital intensity and deterioration in the capital structure if the additional working capital requirements are funded 

through bank loans. The rating concerns along increased gearing and lowered debt coverage indicators would remain 

even higher for players like SSJCM, given its recent capacity enhancement, which has led to increased term debt burden.  

 

As the cement sales are usually heavier in the second half of the fiscal, an elongated lockdown in these peak months 

would impact the company’s earnings profile in FY2020. This is evident from the fact that the company’s sales volume 

from mid-March to mid-May has declined by ~70% vs. a similar period last year. In the light of the current developments, 

the company is unlikely to maintain earlier sales momentum. Additionally, lowering cement realisations would put 

further pressure on the company’s revenues. With the expected slowdown in economic activities due to the Covid-19 

pandemic, revenues are likely to remain subdued for FY2021 as well. This would result in pressures over profitability and 

debt coverage indicators. SSJCM generally has a low financial flexibility, given the high working capital borrowings against 

the drawing power (~108% as of mid-July 2019). This elevates the rating concerns on liquidity pressures amid the 

currently developed scenario. While ICRA Nepal continues to take comfort from the experience of the promoter group, 

the ability to support the company’s debt servicing (in case of shortfalls), remains to be seen in the current scenario 

where multiple group units might come under stress as a result of the economic slowdown. 

 

The Central Bank’s relief measures so far include timeline extensions for repayment of bank obligations falling due on 

mid-April 2020 and a 2% reduction in interest rates for Q4 FY2020. Amid the continuation of the lockdown, the impact 

of the pandemic to the revenue stream of SSJCM is not yet ascertainable fully. The company’s ability to manage the cash 

flows after the end of the lockdown, would remain critical. The Government has recently announced an increased 

refinance budget for Covid-19 impacted borrowers and the availability of the same could provide some relief. ICRA Nepal 

 
1 Denotes rating on watch with negative implications 
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will continue to monitor the further developments in the company’s performance, to ascertain whether further rating 

action is warranted. 

 

Key rating drivers  
 

Credit strengths 
Experienced promoters/ management; operational synergies could arise from being part of the Saurabh/Shankar 

Group - SSJCM is a part of the Saurabh/Shankar Group, which has more than 20 years’ experience in manufacturing 

construction materials, mainly cement and steel. Another grinding unit of the Group i.e. Jagdamba Cement, has been in 

operation since 2001, with a good operational profile. These two companies share a similar brand name and hence have 

been able to create an effective market presence over the years. The Shankar Group’s main unit, Jagdamba Steels, has 

been in the business of manufacturing structural steel since 1994. Additionally, the Group’s extensive track record and 

experienced background of promoters/ management could help SSJCM maintain a modest business performance, mainly 

through extensive sales/ logistics network and business relationships developed over the years. SSJCM derives a major 

chunk of its clinker requirements from the mine-based cement company of the Saurabh Group, namely Sarbottam 

Cement (plant operation started from FY2015). This somewhat reduces the concern relating to the fact that SSJCM is a 

standalone grinding unit. 

 

Strong operational profile – The company currently manufactures ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and Portland Slag 

Cement (PSC). SSJCM enhanced its grinding capacity in June 2018 to 0.86 million tonnes per annum (MTPA) from 0.40 

MTPA, which is expected to aid future sales growth. The capacity utilisation improved progressively to 94% in FY2018, 

which then moderated to 49% in FY2019 after the capacity enhancement. Despite the headwinds in the industry, the 

company was able to maintain high sales growth of ~32% in last three fiscals. With control over raw material 

costs/consumption norms as well as on selling expenses, the company has been able to report relatively better operating 

margins per tonnes (NPR 1,261 for FY2019), among similar scaled players. The company’s ability to maintain a similar 

operational profile would remain critical. 

 

Long track record and established sales channel resulting in high cement sales – SSJCM has been in operation since 

2007. With its long track record and established sales channel, the company has consistently grown its operating income 

despite intense market competition. The operating profit also remained healthy over the years with further 

improvements in FY2019, supported mainly by the low-cost clinker availability within the country. Despite the sales 

decline reported by many players in the industry in the recent periods, SSJCM’s has been able to largely maintain its sales 

levels in H1 FY2020 (compared to H1 FY2019 sales). However, the pandemic has impacted the sales momentum across 

the industry in recent months. The pickup in demand post the lifting of the lockdown is likely to remain a key monitorable. 

 

Credit challenges 
Externalities brought on by Covid-19 could affect key operating parameters – The ongoing global Covid-19 pandemic is 
expected to have a significant impact on the country’s economic growth. This could in turn, impact the demand for 
construction materials, thereby creating pressure on SSJCM’s sales, margins and liquidity. However, the company’s ability 
to continue operations even during the lockdown period, albeit on reduced scale, provide comfort. In the last two months 
ending mid-May, SSJCM booked ~35% of its average monthly sales in the first eight months of FY2020. With the ease in 
the lockdown for several industries, including cement, from May 8, these numbers could witness some improvement 
going forward. This could also aid in maintaining adequate raw material inventory levels, prior to the upcoming 
monsoons. 
 
Relaxations provided by the banking sector regulator so far includes a 2% reduction in interest rate for Q4 FY2020, 

timeline extensions for loan repayments along with rebates, in case of the timely term loan payments, among others. 

The company’s ability to manage the expected liquidity pressures over the near term would remain a monitorable. 

 

Moderation in capitalisation and coverage indicators, reduced financial flexibility and pressure on net profitability – 

SSJCM significantly increased its capacity in FY2018 (~60% funded through fresh term loans) and also maintained a high 

dividend pay-out ratio (143%) for the year. Further, the company’s reliance on working capital borrowings increased in 
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the recent years (~86% of net current assets financed through borrowings as of mid-July 2019 as against ~59% as of mid-

July 2017). This has led to a deterioration in the company’s capitalisation profile, with gearing increasing to 2.6 times as 

of mid-July 2019 (1.6 times as of mid-July 2017). Accordingly, the coverage indicators have moderated with DSCR at ~1.4 

times with an interest cover of ~2 times in FY2019 (2.7 times and 3.9 times, respectively in FY2017). Given the inherent 

cyclicality in the cement industry, reliance on external financing remains a concern, especially given the rising interest 

rates in bank borrowings. With a sharp increase in finance costs, net margins have been squeezed to 0.5% for FY2019 

(2.5% for FY2018), despite improved operating margins. Additionally, the reduced financial flexibility with working capital 

borrowings could pressurise liquidity at current times of increased working capital intensity.  

  

Stretched working capital cycle – SSJCM has witnessed a sharp increase in debtor days (117 days in mid-July 2019 over 
93 days in FY2018) leading to a high working capital intensity (NWC/OI) of ~30% in FY2019. This led to an elongated 
working capital cycle in the recent periods (102 days for FY2019) and hence necessitated a higher working capital debt. 
The tight liquidity conditions in the market and the slow pace of Government spending could further pressurise the 
realisation from debtors. Only a small chunk of the debtors is secured by a bank guarantee, which also remains an area 
of concern. Additionally, the working capital borrowings in the recent periods leave no cushion against the drawing 
power. Apart from this, the current ratio remains consistently moderate in the range of ~1 time. 
 
Intense competition – With the installed grinding capacity of 0.86 MTPA, SSJCM is a comparatively medium-sized player 
in the industry. The cement industry in Nepal is highly fragmented with many players and stiff competition from large/ 
established cement manufacturers. There are currently around 50 operational cement-manufacturing industries while 
some more new cement manufacturing units are in the pipeline. Pricing flexibility has lowered in recent periods after 
some of the large units started their operations. SSJCM’s realisation per MT of cement has also declined by ~11% in 10M 
FY2020 as against FY2019 levels. 
 
Vulnerability to cyclicality and seasonal demand – Cyclical/ seasonal nature of the cement industry creates uncertainty 
about the demand and cash cycles for SSJCM, more so because it is based in one particular region. This could have an 
impact on the capacity utilisation, revenue and profit margins of the company. The construction and development 
expenditures are largely carried out in a specific season, affecting the overall demand of the cement industry. Volatility 
in the cash flow due to this could pose a challenge, especially during periods of weak demand like the present.  
 
Risk of regulatory changes – The cement industry in Nepal is insulated against cheaper imports with duty safeguards and 

substantial freight costs involved in the import of cement. Any changes in Government policies could have a bearing on 

the performance of the industry players. Any other regulatory changes affecting raw material prices and availability could 

also impact the overall cement industry.  

 

Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  

Links to applicable criteria:    

Corporate Credit Rating Methodology  

 

About the company   
Incorporated in August 2007, Shubha Shree Jagdamba Cement Mills Private Limited (SSJCM) produces and sells cement, 

and has a current installed grinding capacity of 0.86 MTPA. The shares of the company are held by four individuals from 

two business houses of Nepal, namely the Shankar Group and the Saurabh Group. SSJCM produces ordinary Portland 

cement (OPC) and Portland slag cement (PSC). Its factory is located at Chhatta Pipra Chorni-4, Parsa which is ~125 km 

from Kathmandu. 

 

Key financial indicators  

 
FY2016   

(Audited) 

FY2017   

(Audited) 

FY2018 

(Audited)  

FY2019 

(Audited) 

Operating income-OI (NPR million) 2,479 4,233 5,554 5,909 

OPBDITA/OI (%)   9.1% 8.6% 8.3% 9.8% 

http://www.icranepal.com/
http://icranepal.com/methodologyPDF/CorporateCreditRatingMethodology08292018.pdf
https://www.icra.in/Rating/ShowMethodologyReport/?id=464&Title=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating%20Methodology&Report=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating,%20Methodology,%20Mar%202017.pdf
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FY2016   

(Audited) 

FY2017   

(Audited) 

FY2018 

(Audited)  

FY2019 

(Audited) 

Total debt/Tangible net-worth-TNW (times) 1.32 1.64 2.67 2.56 

Total outside liabilities/ TNW (times) 2.03 2.77 4.18 3.79 

Total debt/OPBDITA (times)  4.78 4.08 4.85 3.85 

Interest coverage (times)  3.84 3.91 3.46 1.97 

DSCR (times) 2.48 2.74 2.65 1.36 

Net-working capital/OI (%) 56% 39% 29% 30% 
Source: Company data 

 

Annexure-1: Instrument Details  

Instrument  
Limit  

(In NPR Million)  
Ratings  

Fund-based, long-term Loans 560 [ICRANP] LBB+@; placed on watch with negative implications 

   

Fund-based, short-term Loans 1,970  

Trust receipt (TR)/Demand loan 880 [ICRANP] A4+@; placed on watch with negative implications 

Overdraft  190 [ICRANP] A4+@; placed on watch with negative implications 

Cash Credit (CC) 900 [ICRANP] A4+@; placed on watch with negative implications 

TR (within CC) (400) [ICRANP] A4+@; placed on watch with negative implications 

Total fund-based (A) 2,530  

   

Non-fund-based facilities, Short-term 80  

Letter of credit (Sight + usance) 70 [ICRANP] A4+@; placed on watch with negative implications 

Bank guarantee 10 [ICRANP] A4+@; placed on watch with negative implications 

Total non-fund based (B) 80  

   

Grand total (A+B) 2,610  
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About ICRA Nepal Limited:  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licenced 

by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical 
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support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies, 

analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.  

 

Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks 

and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency. 

Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.  

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   

 

ICRA Nepal Limited, 

Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Phone:+977 1 4419910/20 

Email: info@icranepal.com 

Web: www.icranepal.com 

 

All Rights Reserved.  
Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  

ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA Nepal 

ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website 

(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All information 

contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable 

care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of 

any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness 

or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion 

and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents 
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